Shaped & Pleated Face Mask
Chrissy Weeks, The Magical Unicorn of Sewing.
Updated 5.30.2020

This is a surgical pleated mask, with a nose and chin dart, and is a beginner pattern.
Please use high quality quilting cotton, tightly woven, but still breathable.
This tutorial was developed by Chrissy with input from lots of
great designs and tutorials online and some serious trial and
error. Figure out what works for you and do what you can!
Many surgical mask patterns

suggest dimensions 9”x6”.
I prefer 9”x7”. Make some
samples and decide what
works for you.

For each mask you will need:
Polyester thread
Clips or pins
One outer fabric piece 9” x 7” or 9” x 6” (pre-washed)
One inner fabric piece 9” x 7” or 9” x 6” (pre-washed)
Two 7” ear loops: t-shirt yarn or 1/4” wide elastic
OR
Two strips that are 2” by width of fabric (WOF) See additional fabric ties tutorial, link on page 3.

Cutting Tip
- Once you find the dimensions you like, use colored tape to mark the dimensions on your ruler or
create a paper template.
Sewing Tips
- Use 3.0 stitch length for seams and 3.5 for top stitching.
- Use machine needle size 12/80 or 14/90. Change your needle often when sewing.
- Use good quality thread. It does rot, so if you can easily break it with your hands it is too old and
you need new thread.
- Right side of the fabric means the pretty side that you want to show when your project is finished.
- 3/8 inch seam allowance

1. Cut out your outer and inner pieces.

2. Fold each piece in half so it becomes
4.5”x 7” or 4.5” x 6”.
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3. Mark your nose and chin darts on the
inner and outer fabric. Each dart is 1/2”
from the fold and 1.5” from the top or
bottom. Sew all four darts, as marked.
Don’t forget to back-tack!

4. Tack your ear loops onto the “right” (aka the
pretty) side of your outer fabric. Each elastic end
will be 1/2” from the top or bottom of the mask.
- Tack means to sew. But you do not need to
back-tack here. These stitches are holding the
elastic in place for your next step.

6. With right sides together, sandwich your inner and
outer fabrics.
- Your ear loops will be on the inside.
- Nest your nose darts to reduce bulk. This means one
dart going right, the other going left, so they are not on
top of each other.
- Sew around your mask and don’t forget to leave an
opening to turn your mask right side out.
- Before you turn, trim your corners to reduce bulk.

7. Pull your mask through your opening, making it
right side out. Take a chop stick or other dull tool
and poke your corners out. Stitch your opening
closed.
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8. Add your pleats to the sides of the mask.
Find the center of your mask, pinch the
fabric, and clip or pin a 1/2 pleat in place. Do
the same above and below the center pleat,
creating three pleats.
Tip - Starting with the center makes it easier
to get the top and bottom pleats the right
size.

9. Make sure all the pleats are going the
same direction. Increase your stitch length
to 3.5 and sew the pleats in the direction
they go.

10. Topstitch all the way around the
mask, so it will keeps its shape when you
wash it.
There you have, it a finished mask!

For an easy way to attach ties, watch my “Hold, Fold & Sew” video: https://youtu.be/P-D8YbyQEow
General tips from Chrissy
- Make sure you back-tack!
- Make your stitch length longer. Use 3.0 - 3.5 depending on
thickness. Your thread needs more room to make it around
all those layers.
- I like to leave my machine on the left needle position when
sewing over lots of layers. It allows more fabric to be under
the presser foot and helps sew more smoothly.
- Don’t worry too much about color combos. Just use what
you have or can reasonably get.
- Get stuck? Send Chrissy an email c@chrissyweeks.com

Keep Calm & Sew On!
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